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A s in previous years the majority of so-called 'sports' expeditions to
Greenland were to cross the ice cap, almost without exception by the

east-west trade route from the Ammassalik area to Kangerdlugssuaq. In
contrast to previous years, however, all expeditions have been remarkably
reluctant to respond to requests for information! These notes represent the
acquired knowledge of the author and the 10 responses to more than 39
separate enquiries.

Inland Ice
The first party to start across the Inland Ice from east to west was a three
man group led by Clive Woodman (UK). They left the Hahn Glacier on 20
April and reached Kangerdlugssuaq 35 days later having encountered lower
temperatures and higher precipitation than expected. The party came across
the road onto the Inland Ice being built by VW as access to a vehicle test
track and expressed the same concerns over this grotesque intrusion into a
wilderness area as were expressed in these notes in AJ 2000.

Also in April a four-person group led by Michele Pontrandolfo (Italy)
left Isortok equipped for a 60-day crossing to Kangerdlugssuaq which they
managed in 32 days. The group experienced delays caused by the high
winds and poor weather encountered on the Inland Ice with temperatures
dropping to -35°C.

A rather more brisk crossing was made in May by Marek Kaminski and
Wojtek Ostrowski (Poland) who were helicoptered onto the edge of the
Inland Ice on 2 May and, using parachutes as sails, reached Pt.660 near
Kangerdlugssuaq 13 days later. They also reported weather conditions less
than perfect with much deep fresh snow.

Starting from Apuserserpia on 1 August a three-man group led by Audun
Hedland (Norway) took 23 days to reach Kangerdlugssuaq. This expedition
made particular efforts to keep their loads as light as possible and had pulks
weighing 60kg at the start of a journey for which they had allowed 33 days.
They experienced a rather warm 'summer' crossing with mixed weather
including wind and falling snow but chose such a good route through the
coastal areas that their decision to save weight and not take a rope was not
regretted. However the fmal four days of negotiating half-metre-deep melt
water lakes on the West Coast may have suggested that a dinghy would not
have gone amiss! This group also encountered the awful VW test road and
were reprimanded for photographing a car - on the Inland Ice of Greenland!
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These expeditions across the Inland Ice seem to reflect the pattern noticed
over past years; that they are taking longer than traverses made 20 years
ago, perhaps as a result of the poor and changeable weather encountered
these days. The jury is out on climate change but on the Inland Ice it certainly
seems to be happening.

West Coast
The only reported activity on the West Coast was Greenland 2000, a sloop
based expedition led by Bob Shepton (UK) which involved a total of nine
persons as crew or climbing members.

The expedition was the first part of what is intended to be a two-year
project to climb among the coastal mountains of West Greenland. From
Kangerdluarssugssuaq Fjord the group made ascents of Pt.151O and Pt. 1230
before moving on to climb directly from the boat onto the first pitch of a
sieged first ascent of the N Face of Sandersons Hope, 1045m, rashly
claiming it to be the biggest sea cliff north of the Arctic Circle (see below).

South Greenland
This increasingly popular area which is relatively easy of access saw several
expeditions in the field with the aim of making hard rock-climbing ascents
of the big walls and spires with which the area is well endowed.

The first was the six-man 'Thumbnail 2000' led by Ian Parnell (UK) which
in July/August made a 3I-pitch six-day free ascent of the 1300m East Face
of Agdlerussakasit, claimed to be, 'one of the world's biggest sea cliffs'.
Sadly, while the climb was in progress Matthew Bransby was killed in an
abseiling accident near to the base camp in Torssuqatoq Sound.

The eight-person British Eastern Torssuqatoq Spires Expedition led by
Jonathan Bracey (UK) was in the field during July to September and made
first ascents of Whaleback Peak 1200m, Pt.1303, Flatiron 1120m, The
Great White 1050m and The Crest 1180m. The rock in the area was not
good and took its toll when Ian Renshaw fell and broke his heel,
necessitating helicopter evacuation to Nanortalik.

The eight-man British American South Greenland Expedition led by Jim
Lowther (UK and USA) operating in strictly national groups during July
and August made 13 first ascents between 1112m and 1948m in the areas
to the north of Kangikitsoq Fjord and east of Kangersuneq Qingordleq
Fjord.

'Non c'e due senza tre' ('If it's happened twice, it will happen again.') was
climbed by an Italian-French team on the West Face of the Third Pillar on
Nalumasortoq, the impressive wall that rises out of Tasermiut Fjord. On
2S May, Mario Manica (Italy), Giancarlo Ruffino (Italy), Francesco Vaudo
(Italy) and Jerome Arpin (France) established base camp on the shore of
Tasermiut, at the foot of Ulamertorsuaq. Without spending a night there,
they immediately started work on Nalumasortoq to take advantage of the
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good weather. Climbing in pairs, one team fIxed ropes on the route while
the other stocked the foot of the wall with equipment and supplies. On the
fIrst section, the climbers found belays left by the British team of Nigel
Shepherd and Ian Wilson in 1996. After the fIrst few pitches which lead
rightwards to the prow, the route follows the huge dihedral that leads directly
to the summit. The route was 19 pitches with diffIculties of 6c and A3. The
team placed one bolt. On 31 May RuffIno was forced to withdraw with a
knee injury. Next day, the remaining climbers reached the summit.

East Coast
Peter Darmady and Mark Huxham (UK) made several summer ski ascents
in the mountains between the Knud Rasmussens Glacier and Femstjernen.
Oliver Beihammer and Wolfgang Freinberger (Austria) used the Knud
Rasmussens Glacier as the starting point for ajourney to Mont Forel which,
owing to various problems, had to be abandoned.

In the Lemon Mountains Richard Pash (UK) returned with seven
companions during June and July to climb and explore the regions adjacent
to the area visited by his expedition in 1999. The group made 32 new routes
and carried out a ski tour into the Lindbergh Fje1de to the north.

In May Christine Watkins led a three-woman international group (UK,
Germany, Holland) to the Watkins Mountains. The party was delayed by
weather in Iceland and Greenland but managed to make ascents of six
peaks between 2992m and 3609m from the upper Woolley Glacier, four of
them fIrst ascents.

Further north in the Staunings Alps in July, Hans Laptun led a four
man Norwegian/French party into the hills behind Mestersvig and on to
the Sorte Hjl2Jrne hut, Mellompass and Malmbjerg. They report that all the
huts at Malmbjerg have been removed and the site is now covered by the
debris of a large rockfall. The Arcturus Glacier has also changed and large
lateral moraines now make access to the glacier much more diffIcult than a
few years ago.

The Scottish Suess Land Expedition composed of the four members of
the Anderson family took two inflatables to Kirschdalen in July. After a
weather delay at Ella island they enjoyed 30 days of flawless 'Arctic Riviera'
weather during which they travelled into Antarctic Sund and Kejser Franz
Joseph's Fjord and made the fIrst ascent of a peak on the east side of
Engdalen. They returned to Mestersvig via Alpefjord reporting good
climbing rock on the north side of the fjord and good char fIshing in Forsblad
fjord.

Another Scottish family group, The Forsblad Fjord Expedition formed
of John, Clare and Michael Throgood boated in and explored the Alpefjord
and Forsblad fjord areas during August.

The eight-strong North East Greenland Project led by Mike Lea (UK) also
used inflatable boats to complete a circumnavigation of Clavering Island
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at 74°N. They reported that marine life was abundant including bowhead
whales, narwhals, killer whales and walrus. Ascents were made of several
peaks on Clavering Island and above the neighbouring fjords.

The Nanok company has continued its programme of restoring the old
trapper's huts in the area north of Mestersvig and in 2000 the group
completed the restoration ofHoelsbu and established an historical collection
of artifacts from the trapping era in a hut near Sandodden.

In the farthest north area of Greenland, known as Avanarsuasua, Dennis
Schmitt (USA) was back again with seven companions. From Bliss Bugt
on the north coast they penetrated the Daly Bjerge and from an advanced
base camp overlooking the unexplored Bertelsen Glacier made a number
of ascents of peaks rising above the glacier.

Even in this ultimately high latitude part of the High Arctic desert a
significantly increased rate of summer snowfall is reported.



16. The stunning prow of Nalumasortoq, Tasermiut Fjord, Greenland, first climbed via its great
dihedral by an Italian and French team comprising Jerome Arpin, Mario Manica, Giancarlo Ruffino
and Francesco Vaudo. The 850-metre line was graded ED/6c/A3 and called Non c'i! due senza lre
('If it happens twice, it will happen again'). The team placed one bolt. (Mario Manica)
(See Area Notes: Greenland)



17. Climbing on Nalumasortoq's prow. (Moria Monieo)
(See Area Notes: Greenland)
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